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It was a good day to work outside, when 27
volunteers came to the Tribal lands in the
Village of Fork Branch, south of Cheswold,
Delaware. Donated in the late ‘90’s by Betty
Penrod, a collegue of Miss Anna Elizabeth
Loatman Coker, when they worked in the
Capital School District, this half-acre beside
Little Union Church cemetery, slopes down
through fresh water wooded wetlands into a
stream just north of Cahoon’s branch of the
St. Jones watershed. The stream does run
fast enough to host fresh water mussels!
Currently we are looking for stream access
for Tribal Youth training as citizen scientists,
to place “leaf packs” into streams around
the Lenape Indian Tribe of Delaware Federal Census District, which is mostly in the
Leipsic River watershed. Statistics from
those leaf packs will determine where fresh
water mussel “seed beds” might survive.
But access is the first priority. Without access to the water, the youth struggle to learn
what they need to learn.
Cleaning up what has been dumped, then
making a path down to the water, is a logical
step on Tribal Land at Fork Branch. Grant
money’s paid for Bill Graham with Davey
Tree Company, to remove the invasive “Tree
of Heaven” (Ailanthus), attracting the blue
lantern fly. This dramatic iridescent blue,
red and black moth-like fly, is devastating orchards and vineyards, but also affecting nut
trees when there is nothing else to eat. Eventually the adjoining properties will also need
to eadicate the invasives. Developing Lenape
Union Land Trust will surely help protect
the entire historic Village of Fork Branch.
Meanwhile, University of Delaware landscape architecture interns are working with
Professor Anna Wik, to design an Edible
Forest Garden on the Tribal lands. Securing
the stream bank and path way to the water

against errosion and surveying the community for appropriate planting suggestions are
in the works. Tribal artists are asking for
local fiber plants for tying and weaving, like
dog bane, milk weed, and hemp. Other artists are interested in the plants used for dyes,
like berries, sumac, and walnut. The herbalists are remembering old time remedies
like sasafrass, witch hazel, ginger, stinging
nettle and Elderberry. Other naturalists are
looking for the original pollinator plants, like
shadd bush, milk weed, paw paw, and mountain mint. Wood carvers and builders are
hoping for more land to restore hard woods
and nut trees. Then there are the chefs with
lots of suggestions for ensuring tasty, local,
indigenous foods.
Mapping our local “food-shed” will help us
reduce our carbon foot print while building
confidence that we can still eat locally and
well, as our Ancestors once did. Taking all
these ideas into account, local residents, visiting students and Tribal Citizens alike, are
learning a lot, while restoring this ancient
water culture, rich with family, friends, and
food.

